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Possessing legal medical cannabis
Marihuana or better known as cannabis is still a controlled substance but when prescribed by a
medical practioner, it is legal to possess in any province in Canada. When prescribed you may
only carry 30 times the prescribed daily dose/grams at any given time. You also may purchase
that same dosage from a licensed producer every 30 days. Never try to leave the country with
your medical cannabis, for you will be placed under arrest by the country you wish to enter. In
Canada the supreme court of Canada ruled that a citizen when prescribed medical cannabis by
a medical practitioner, may possess in any form they choose. It could be in a form of dried buds
or flowers, extracts or edibles. But in order to comply with the Marihuana for medical purpose
regulations, prescribed medical cannabis patients must purchase from a licensed producer
sanctioned by Health Canada. The bottle that contains the medical cannabis from the licensed
producer is the true form of proof you are able to possess the medical cannabis. Licensed
Producers will often off a card when you become a client of theirs, but most licensed producer’s
cards don’t contain the necessary information in order to comply with the controlled
substances act. Only cards from the licensed producers that contain the specific information
detailed below will comply with the controlled substances act.










Daily dose/grams
Client/patient name
Medical practitioner’s name
Type of medical practitioner
Product package date
Product shipment date
Expected delivery date
THC %
CBD%

**If the prescription bottle you are carrying is too old for you to be possessing that medical
cannabis or exceeds the bottles described capacity then you are subject to charges under the
controlled substances act. So always protect yourself and keep your medical cannabis in its
prescribed bottle. Following the MMPR guidelines will keep you protected from law
enforcement. **
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